Introducing Advances in Bioscience and Clinical Medicine (ABCmed)

We are pleased to announce the launch of the Advances in Bioscience and Clinical Medicine (ABCmed), an international open-access, and peer-reviewed journal. Mostly intended to cover all areas of bioscience and medicine, the Journal would provide a unique venue for the scientists from all over the world to publish their scientific works. One of the advantages of publishing with us is the rapid yet rigorous review process which is mostly performed by our distinguished Editorial and Review Board members; this obviously hard-to-achieve goal would not be realized without their continuous support and advice.

Another distinguishing characteristic of ABCmed is the diversity of published items in each issue. The editorial team of the Journal has devoted separate sections to rather unknown yet interesting fields of the science for instance hypotheses, history of medicine, etc. In the first issue of ABCmed, the readers might refer to the two published hypotheses highlighting the possible role of chamomile in the treatment of rheumatoid arthritis, and also the preventive effects of tadalafil together with nimodipine in subarachnoid hemorrhage-induced cerebral vasospasm.

Letters to the Editor are one of the major sectors in the ABCmed providing not only further on the already published data in the Journal, but also personal comments on the major public health concerns and medical issues. In the first issue of the Journal, a very important cancer surgery complication is debated, introducing different strategies in the pain management of breast cancer patients.

We hope that ABCmed will provide a basis to bring together the scientists from all over the globe with the same goal of promoting science.
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